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Sustainable power

Ineitial frames

Green electricity needs more than just solar panels and wind turbines
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grid they are feeding into. That suits grid
managers well enough when solar and
wind contribute only a small fraction of a

grid's total power, but is progressively less
suitable as that contribution rises. How-
ever, inverters can be designed to be "grid

forming" instead-meaning the current
they put out mimics the external stabilis-
ing effect of mechanical inertia. Using
grid-forming inverters rather than grid-
following ones should allow much more
wind and solar power to be integrated easi-
ly into a grid.

Until recently, grid-forming inverters
had been tested only at small scale. In Jan-
uary however, Britain's energy regulator,
Ofgem, signed off on a technical standard
acceptable to both manufacturers and ser-

vice providers. Thatwill permit their large-
scale deployment, and Julian Leslie, Na-
tional Grid rso's chiefengineer, says he ex-
pects big grid-forming inverters to be pro-
viding inertia within two years.

Grid lock
Being an island, Britain has a more or less

self-contained electricity grid. This makes
it a good place to try such an experiment.
Success would encourage other island
grids, both real (Australia's and Ireland's,
for example) and metaphorical (such as

Texas's, which has few links with the rest
of North America) to try. Larger grids in
North America and Europe will no doubt
be watching from the wings.

The quest for grid inertia, then, is an ex-
ample of the nitty-gritty adjustments
needed to accommodate the shift in energy
production and use that is now going on.
Other technologies, from electric cars to
hydrogen-gas supplies, may have higher
proflles. But what is happening down in
the engine room of the green economy is
just as important-if not more so. ffi

l\To cooD otto, an old saying has it, goes

I\ unpunished. That is certainly true of
the introduction of green energy. The un-
reliability of solar and wind power com-
pared with that generated by fossil fuels is
well known-and with it the concomitant
need for storage facilities such as large bat-
tery packs to smooth things over.

But green energy brings another, more
subtle, problem. Modern electrical grids
operate on alternating currents (ec), and
these need to be of a flxed and reliable fre-
quency (usually either 50Hz or 60Hz). This
frequency's stability is maintained by a

phenomenon called grid inertia, which re-
sults from the real, physical inertia (as de-
scribed by Isaac Newton's flrst law of mo-
tion) embodied in the power-generating
turbines of fossil-fuel (and also nuclear
and hydroelectric) power stations.

Going for a spin
These turbines act as massive, inertia-stor-
ing flywheels. As long as their outputs are
in synchrony (and one important part of
grid management is to keep them that
way), the resistance to change which their
inertia provides stabilises the whole grid.
The fewer the number of these turbines (as

opposed to wind turbines, which rotate
out of sync with the grid, and solar panels,
which do not rotate at all), the less inertia a

grid has. And in some particularly green
countries this is getting to be a problem, to
the extent that non-power-generating fly-
wheels are being added to the system to
provide the missing inertia.

one such place is Britain, which gener-
ates about 3oolo of its electrical power from
wind and sunlight. On March r7th, for ex-
ample, National Grid nso-the firm that, as

its name suggests, operates the country's
electriciry grid-cut the opening ribbon on
a plant built near Keith, in northern Scot-
land, by Statkraft, a Norwegian renewable-
energy flrm. The inertia in this plant is
stored by a pair of steel flyrvheels (see pic-
ture of the road train required to deliver
them). Each of these flywheels weighs r94
tonnes and rotates at up to 5oo revolutions
per minute (rpm).

A second Statkraft plant should open in
the autumn, near Liverpool. Instead of
large masses rotating relatively slowly, this
will rely on smaller ones spinning fast
(r,5oorpm). Both approaches embody
about the same amount of inertia, and in
combination the pair will store around 27o

ofthe inertia currently required to support
Britain's grid. That is equivalent to the in-
ertial contribution of a conventional coal-
flred station. Moreover, later in the year
National Grid rso plans to add two more
systems, built by Siemens, to increase its
inertia-storing potential still further.

There is, though, an alternative to
building new flylvheels, and that is to re-
purpose old ones-in other words, to rede-
sign existing fossil-fuel stations simply to
store inertia, rather than generating elec-
tricity. National Grid ESo is testing that
idea, too, in a former gas-fired station in
north Wales. This has been open for busi-
ness as an inertia store since zozt.

The frrm hopes, as well as all this, to de-
velop ways of stabilising the netlvork with-
out spinning lumps of metal for their own
sake. That will involve the use of what are

known as grid-forming inverters.
Both solar power, which is a direct cur-

rent (DC) when it comes out of the generat-
ing panel, and wind power, which is ec but
still needs to be tweaked before being fed
into a grid, are frrst processed by semicon-
ductor-based devices called inverters. This
is also true of the oc drawn from storage
devices such as batteries, which are em-
ployed to smooth out irregularities in solar
and wind power.

Existing inverters are described as "grid
following". This means they monitor and
flt in with the established frequency of the

lnertia, embodied


